Abstract

This paper describes the joint submission to the IWSLT 2019 English to Czech task by Samsung R&D Institute, Poland, and the University of Edinburgh. Our submission was ultimately produced by combining four Transformer systems through a mixture of ensembling and reranking.

1. Introduction

This paper describes the joint submission to the IWSLT 2019 Text Translation task by Samsung R&D Institute, Poland (SRPOL), and the University of Edinburgh (UEDIN). Our methods are based on our approach from last year [1] including exploiting non-parallel resources, large scale use of back-translation for model fine-tuning, as well as model ensembling. This year, however, we decided to train our NMT systems using Marian toolkit [2], focusing on experimenting with bigger Transformer [3] architectures and significantly simplifying the data pre-processing stage.

Our final submission involved the combination of four individual systems. Two of these were trained from scratch using a mixture of WMT and MUST-C data. We describe the training data in detail in Section 2 and the specifics of the system architecture and training in Section 3. Since we had already trained systems for the WMT19 News Translation Task, we experimented with fine-tuning on the MUST-C data and using the resulting systems for reranking. We describe these additional systems in Section 4. The final combination of systems used in our submission is detailed in Section 5.

2. Training Data

2.1. Provided training data

We constructed several systems using different combinations of supplied data for training. We used the in-domain TED MUST-C data, as well as all other provided parallel resources. The amount of in-domain data was relatively small compared to the size of out-of-domain corpora. Therefore, we decided to generate more pseudo in-domain synthetic sentence pairs through back-translation of monolingual Czech CommonCrawl and NewsCrawl 2018, resulting in 32M additional parallel sentence pairs. The details of the back-translation system and the whole filtering process are described in section 2.2.

As a result, we created three training sets used in our experiments. The main one was a set constructed using provided parallel data, including 10 times oversampled MUST-C TED sentence pairs (around 64M lines in total). This will be referred later as the base training set. It was further extended with back-translated lines from CommonCrawl (80M), constituting the second set. The third set was composed of synthetic back-translated sentence pairs from NewsCrawl (16M) and used only for further model domain adaptation.

We noticed overlapping sentences in provided training and MUST-C development sets. After filtering them out from the development set, we got a set containing 975 lines. During all trainings we used that pruned MUST-C development set for progress validation.

We filtered out noisy lines in our training corpus, containing garbled encoding and unnecessary or rare characters. Furthermore, lines longer than 500 characters and empty lines were removed.

2.2. Additional synthetic data (back-translation)

To increase the rate of in-domain data in the training corpora we decided to apply back-translation for data augmentation [4]. To select a subset of best TED-like sentences from monolingual general-domain Czech CommonCrawl and NewsCrawl corpora we used the approach described in [5]. Two RNN language models were constructed using Marian toolkit: in-domain trained with MUST-C corpus and out-of-domain created using the same number of lines from CommonCrawl and NewsCrawl respectively. All these models were regularized with exponential smoothing of 0.0001, dropout of 0.2 along with source and target word token dropout of 0.1. For CommonCrawl and NewsCrawl sentence ranking, we used cross-entropy difference between scores of previously mentioned models as suggested in [5], normalized by the line length. Only sentences with score above arbitrarily chosen threshold were selected for further processing.

We observed that our back-translation system favors very
short sentences, containing one or two words. Although these sentences matched TED domain perfectly well, they would not provide any additional valuable information to the model in training. Therefore, we decided to filter the input sentences, leaving only these consisting of more than 10 words. We have also excluded lines containing more than 500 characters.

All filtered sentences were back-translated into English with a bilingual Czech-English standard transformer-big model, trained using Marian toolkit in a similar manner as described in section 3.2.1. Finally, we produced additional 16M new synthetic pseudo in-domain parallel sentence pairs.

3. SRPOL Systems

We constructed several transformer systems of various sizes, using different combinations of provided and augmented training data. The configuration of each system is more broadly specified in separate sections below. Evaluation was performed using SACREBLEU [6] on a reduced version of a provided development set, as indicated in Section 2.

3.1. Preprocessing

Following promising results achieved in [7], this time we also skipped common pre- and post-processing pipeline steps like tokenization and truecasing. We continued to use Unigram Language Model (ULM) from SentencePiece [8] as a segmentation algorithm on raw text. We learnt 32k subword units jointly on 10M sampled English and Czech sentences, with character coverage increased to 0.9999%.

3.2. Base systems

3.2.1. SRPOL - Transformer-big

Our initial attempt was to train an expanded version of transformer base model [3], which we will now refer to as transformer-big. This model consists of 6 encoder layers, 6 decoder layers, 16 heads, a model/embedding dimension of 1024 and a feed-forward network dimension of 4096.

The model is regularized with dropout between transformer layers of 0.2, label smoothing of 0.1 and exponential smoothing of 0.0001. We also used layer normalization [9] and tied the weights of the target-side embedding and the transpose of the output weight matrix as well as source- and target-side embeddings [10].

Adam [11] was used as an optimizer, providing a learning rate of 0.0003 and linear warm-up for first 32000 updates with subsequent inverted squared decay.

In preliminary experiments we decided to examine the influence of provided extra back-translated sentence pairs. We trained two transformer-big models using parameters mentioned above, one using only the base training set described in section 2, the other one with additional back-translated synthetic parallel data extracted from CommonCrawl.

We can see the results of the transformer-big experiments in Table 1. The second model reached slightly better BLEU score (24.9 BLEU versus 25.0 BLEU), therefore it was used as a base for further fine-tuning.

3.2.2. SRPOL - Transformer-huge

As the size of training corpora was big enough, during another experiment we inspected the impact of using an even bigger transformer architecture, referred to from now on as transformer-huge. We expanded the size of feed-forward network to 8192 in both encoder and decoder blocks, hoping this can model additional dependencies in the output of attention layers. All the other parameter were kept as in transformer-big described above. In Table 1 we can see that transformer-huge gains 1 BLEU points over the transformer-big system.

3.3. Extensions

3.3.1. Fine-tuning

Our models were mainly trained on general data of various domains, therefore we expected that additional model adaptation using the in-domain data could bring even better results. We tried different approaches again using TED MUST-C and pseudo in-domain data extracted from NewsCrawl that was not provided to the model beforehand. Following [12], we also experimented with using ultra-large mini-batches during fine-tuning with TED MUST-C data, hoping to improve convergence. We increased the mini-batch size by delaying the gradient update, allowing the whole dataset to be read during one update, which unfortunately resulted in 0.1-0.2 BLEU loss, therefore we decided to drop this approach.
We switched the optimizer from Adam to SGD, turned off the learning rate warm up and inverted squared decay, leaving the learning rate flat and equal to 0.0001. We increased dropout probability to 0.3, 0.1, 0.1 between transformer layers, in attention and between feed-forward layers respectively. Consequently, two new improved models reached 0.2 higher BLEU score, one fine-tuned with TED MUST-C data, one with back-translated and filtered NewsCrawl data.

Following this approach we conducted several experiments to fine-tune the new upgraded transformer-huge model, again using both TED MUST-C corpus and pseudo in-domain data from NewsCrawl. The best results were once more achieved by using adaptation settings described above - 26.3 BLEU and 26.1 BLEU for mentioned adaptation data sets respectively, shown in Table 1.

3.3.2. Lexical shortcuts

One of the areas we investigated in order to improve our submission was implementing Lexical shortcuts [13] as a Marian extension and applying them to a new version of transformer-huge. Lexical shortcuts were proposed in order overcome the difficulty of propagating through a deep network of hidden layers. To alleviate this bottleneck, gated shortcut connections are introduced between the embedding layer and each subsequent layer within the encoder and decoder which enables the model to access relevant lexical content dynamically. Looking at the final row in Table 1 we can see that on top of transformer-huge, this did not improve results (-0.5 BLEU).

3.4. Model ensembles

Our top-performing systems were created using model ensembling. We tested two different methods: firstly a straightforward ensembling technique built into Marian framework and secondly by generating n-best list of translation hypotheses with one model, and reranking it with another model. The first method turned out to work much better, allowing us to achieve up to 1 BLEU score improvement. This procedure was further combined with optimal decoder parameters search, focusing on target sentence length normalization and choosing a beam size during beam search. All our most important model compositions together with best decoder parameters setting are presented in Table 2.

The best result was achieved through a combination of equally weighted transformer-big fine-tuned on back-translated NewsCrawl pseudo in-domain data (individually scoring 25.3 BLEU) and transformer-huge fine-tuned on in-domain TED MUST-C data set (with separate score of 26.3 BLEU). This final SRPOL model ultimately reached a score of 27.1 BLEU.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Decoder</th>
<th>BLEU score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base transformer-big + fine-tuning (TED MUST-C)</td>
<td>Beam-size 4</td>
<td>Normalization: 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base transformer-huge Weights: 0.5 0.5</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base transformer-big + fine-tuning (NewsCrawl)</td>
<td>Beam-size 4</td>
<td>Normalization: 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base transformer-huge + fine-tuning (TED MUST-C)</td>
<td>Beam-size 20</td>
<td>Normalization: 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base transformer-huge + fine-tuning (NewsCrawl)</td>
<td>Beam-size 20</td>
<td>Normalization: 1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. WMT19 Systems

Earlier in the year, a team from the University of Edinburgh participated in the WMT19 Shared Task on News Translation. Since the training data that is permitted for the current task is the same as it was for WMT (with the addition of MUST-C), we already had a fully-trained English-Czech system ready to use (albeit not adapted to the target domain). The WMT19 system was an ensemble of two independently trained Transformer-Big models. They were trained using all provided parallel corpora, except for CommonCrawl. The training data was first cleaned, using simple heuristics, and then filtered, using a one-directional version of dual conditional cross-entropy filtering [14].

The data was cleaned to remove duplicate sentence pairs and pairs where i) the Czech sentence did not include at least one Czech diacritic character; ii) either sentence contained less than three or more than 200 tokens; iii) the ratio of alphabetic to non-alphabetic characters was less then 0.5.

After cleaning, the data was filtered by first training a Czech→English Transformer Base system and using that to score the training data. The sentence pairs with cross-entropy scores in the bottom 5% were removed.

The data was filtered to remove duplicate sentence pairs and pairs where i) the Czech sentence did not include at least one Czech diacritic character; ii) either sentence contained less than three or more than 200 tokens; iii) the ratio of alphabetic to non-alphabetic characters was less then 0.5.

After cleaning, the data was filtered by first training a Czech→English Transformer Base system and using that to score the training data. The sentence pairs with cross-entropy scores in the bottom 5% were removed.

System performance was improved with the addition of synthetic data, which was produced as follows: i) English
monolingual text was translated using a English→Czech Transformer Base system; ii) Czech monolingual text was translated using a Czech→English system trained on the filtered parallel data and synthetic data from i.

The final WMT19 systems were then trained using a combination of the filtered parallel data (44.93M sentence pairs) and the back-translated Czech (80M sentence pairs).

As in our other systems, the WMT19 systems used a Unigram Language Model (ULM) with a vocabulary of 32k sub-word units learned jointly 10M sampled English and Czech sentences. They used the Transformer Big architecture and were trained using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0002. The models were regularised with label smoothing (at a rate of 0.1) and dropout, at a rate of 0.2 between transformer layers and 0.1 in attention and feed-forward layers. Mini-batches were dynamically fitted into 48GB of memory on 4 GPUs, with updates delayed by one iteration, resulting in mini-batches of 1-1.2k sentences. For further details of the WMT19 systems, see Section 5 of [7].

4.1. Fine-Tuning

In order to adapt the models to the target domain, we continued training using a mixture of 3M sentence pairs of WMT19 data and all of MUST-C, which was oversampled by a factor of ten (giving 1.28M sentence pairs). We used early stopping with a patience of 5 based on word-level cross-entropy on the cleaned development set. The models were validated every 2k updates, and we selected the best model checkpoint according to uncased BLEU score. Table 3 shows performance of the two WMT19 systems with and without fine-tuning, and used both independently and as an ensemble. We also experimented with increasing dropout rates, but we obtained worse results.

4.2. Tagged Fine-Tuning

In addition to the standard fine-tuning approach, we also experimented with tagged fine-tuning for domain adaptation. Since the fine-tuning dataset contains a mix of WMT19 data (out-of-domain) and MUST-C data (in-domain), we explicitly provide the model with an extra bit of information for each sentence indicating which corpus, and therefore which domain, it came from. We provide this information by concatenating a domain indicator tag at the end of each source sentence, similar to [15, 16]. However, since we were fine-tuning pre-trained models with an already fixed vocabulary, we could not reserve two unique token types as domain indicator tags. Therefore we designated the two least frequent token types in the pre-trained BPE vocabulary as domain indicator tags. We fine-tuned and evaluated the models using the same hyperparameters of sec. 4.1. The results were within 0.1 BLEU points of untagged fine-tuning, therefore we did not use this approach in our final submission in order to avoid unnecessary extra complexity for system combination.

Table 3: BLEU score results for WMT19 systems on the cleaned en-cz IWSLT dev set 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Fine-tuned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WMT19.1</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT19.2</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>25.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Summary of models used in our final submission

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Norm.</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base transformer-big</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ fine-tuning (MUST-C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base transformer-huge</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ fine-tuning (NewsCrawl)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT19.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ fine-tuning (WMT19 + MUST-C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMT19.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ fine-tuning (WMT19 + MUST-C)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. System Combination

Our strongest systems in Sections 3 and 4 were both ensembles of two independently trained systems. In this Section, we’ll refer to the final system in Table 2 as ensemble-a and the final (fine-tuned) system in Table 3 as ensemble-b. Unfortunately, we could not combine the four component systems into a single ensemble due to the different vocabularies used by the ensemble-a and ensemble-b systems. Instead we used the following reranking procedure:

1. Produce two 20-best lists using ensemble-a and ensemble-b.
2. Merge the 20-best lists to produce a single list of candidate translations.
3. Rescore the translations using the four individual systems.
4. Rerank the translations according to a (weighted) sum of the four length-normalized scores.

Table 4 summarizes the systems, weights, and length normalization values of the component systems used for reranking. The final score on the development set was 27.3.

6. Summary

We describe the work of the SRPOL and the University of Edinburgh collaboration on the English to Czech translation task for IWSLT 2019. Our final system is an ensemble of large transformer models trained with large amounts filtered parallel data and selected synthetic data.
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